Website:http://www.china-circleshoes.com

Circle Shoes is one of the largest middle heel and high heel shoes
manufacturers and suppliers in China, offering and catering the customized
service & special requirement to all the customers. It's our constant faith and
unalterable aim to provide elegant,fashion design, and top quality which will
make you fully satisfy.Should you're interested in our shoes, please feel free to
inquiry and order it from our factory.

Style NO
Item
Supply Ability
Main Material
Port
Place of origin

JHY-72904
Dynamic and fashionable two-tone design ankle boots
15000prs/month
suede upper+leather lining+stack heel+rubber outsole
FOB SHENZHEN
Shenzhen China
by TT in advance

Payment
Packing

shoebox/follow up the customer's request
other customer required certificates are available to provide

Certificates

Delivery & Service

Timely delivery each time. Provide reliable service and
responsible for each customer with each product

Pictures as below:

OUR SERVICE:






We will provide more precisely and efficiently manufacture and serve according to
clients' drawings & original samples.
We have professional QC team to ensure your products more better.
Check the raw material before starting production.
Have the random inspection during the processing.
Make the 100% inspection before the shipments.

OUR ADVANTAGE:





We have continuously devoted to develop and produce all kinds of shoes for more
than 20 years..
We have own sample room and rich experience technician.
We have excellent management teams and loyal staffs.

 FAQ：














Q: How to start a project?
A: To start your project, please send us the design drawings & original samples with a
list of material, quantity and finish. Then, you will get the quotation from us within 24
hours.
Q:What style do you produce in your factory?
A: High-heels,mid-heels,low-heels,pumps,sandals,casual,weddings,boots,and so on.
Q: We’re not familiar with the international transport, will you handle all the
logistic thing?
A: Definitely. Many years experience and long term cooperated forwarder will full
support us on it. You can only inform us the delivery date, and then you will receive
the goods at office/home. Other concerns leave to us.
Q: Could your factory provide OEM products?
A:Certainly.Our factory can provide OEM to all dear customers if need.
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